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ABSTRACT 
An algorithm is described for finding a feasible point for a system of linear 
inequalities. If the solution set has nonempty interior, termination occurs after a finite 
number of iterations. The algorithm is a projection-type method, similar to the 
relaxation methods of Agmon, Motzkin, and Schoenberg. It differs from the previous 
methods in that it solves for a certain “dual” solution in addition to a primal solution. 
INTRODUCTION 
The problem of solving a system of linear inequalities is 
to find x E Rd suchthat (~,u~)db,, i=l,...,n W) 
(where 0 # ui E Rd and bi E R). In [18], we proposed an algorithm to solve 
(0.1) and proved that it converges to a solution (if one exists). Our principal 
goal here is to establish that that algorithm actually terminates after a finite 
number of iterations, provided the solution set has nonempty interior. 
Our algorithm is a new addition to the family of known “projection” 
methods. These solve (0.1) by computing a sequence of projections onto the 
half spaces Ci A { x : (x, ui) < bi }. The best known of these are the “relaxa- 
tion” methods of Agmon [l] and Motzkin and Schoenberg [13]. According to 
the simplest of these, a sequence (xk) is generated by taking x~+~ to be the 
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projection of xk onto the furthest half space Ci. Another possibility is to 
project in turn in some fixed cyclical order onto the sets Ci. These approaches 
and others are shown in [l] and [13] to converge to a solution if one exists. In 
another variation studied in[13] one takes rkfl to be the reflection of xk 
across the furthest hyperplane. This last method has the surprising property 
that a solution is always found in a finite number of steps if the solution set 
has nonempty interior. In a more recent study by Goffin [7,8], classes of 
problems (0.1) were identified for which finite termination in the relaxation 
method occurs without reflection. However, the reflection method is the only 
one of these methods for which finite termination always occurs under the 
sole assumption that the feasible set has nonempty interior. A closely related 
method of Jeroslow [20] also has the finite termination property for systems 
with nonempty interior. 
The relaxation methods originahy proposed in [l] and [13] were general- 
izations of previously existing methods [19] for the solution of systems of 
linear equations. Likewise, a reflection method of Cimmino [5] for solving 
linear equations was generalized by Auslender [2,3] to a projection algorithm 
that can be used to solve (0.1). In it, xk+ r is taken to be the average of all the 
projections of rk onto all the half spaces Ci. 
These methods suffer from the common flaw of yielding slow convergence 
with poorly conditioned problems. This phenomenon has been studied by 
Goffin [B] who has related the convergence rate of the relaxation method to a 
“condition number” associated with the problem. Roughly speaking, a prob- 
lem is poorly conditioned if the feasible polyhedron has small solid angles. 
The simplest example to keep in mind of a poorly conditioned problem is 
tofind (x,,xe)~R2 suchthat x,<O and m1-x2<0 (0.2) 
where E is a small number. 
The algorithm discussed in this paper alleviates this problem to some 
extent. When caught in a wedge such as in the problem (0.2), it adapts in 
order to accelerate convergence. This improvement is achieved through the 
use of dual variables. The algorithm works by generating a sequence in Rnd 
converging to a point 2 = (x + y,, . . . , x + y,) solves (O.l), yi is a normal 
vector to Ci at x, and y,+ . . * + y, = 0. Once such a L is found, x is 
recovered as the average of the vectors x + yi. 
The origin and analysis of our algorithm are rooted in the theory of 
monotone multifimctions, and in particular, on ideas we developed in [18]. A 
monotone multij’unction T: R N I$ RN is a set-valued mapping (possibly 
empty-valued) having the property 
(x’ - x”, y’ - y”) 2 0 whenever y’ E T( r’) and y” E T( x"). 
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The graph of T is the set gr(T)= {(x, y): y E T(x)}. T is muximulmon~tone 
if T is monotone and gr(T) is not properly contained in the graph of any 
other monotone multifunction on RN. A zero of T is a point x E RN such that 
0 E T(x). From Minty [ll], we know that if T is maximal monotone, then for 
every x E R N there exists a unique P(X) E RN such that x - P(x) E T( P( x)). 
P : RN -+ RN is the proximal mapping associated with T. Minty’s result can be 
phrased equivalently by saying that P = (I + T) ~ ’ is a single-valued function. 
The existence of the proximal mapping is a nontrivial fact. In the special case 
where T = af is the subdifferential mapping for a convex function f, it was 
studied by Moreau [12], who introduced the term “proximal mapping.” 
If x0 E RN is arbitrary, T maximal monotone, and a sequence (xk) is 
generated according to the rule 
then the sequence xk converges to a zero of T, provided one exists. If T has 
no zero, then Irk] -+ 00. Thus, the proximal mapping yields an algorithm for 
finding a zero of a maximal monotone multifunction. The fact that the 
proximal mapping yields such an algorithm was first observed by Martinet 
[lo], who studied it in two cases: first, where T is the subdifferential of a 
convex function (Moreau’s proximal mapping), and second, where T is the 
sum of a monotone hemicontinuous function and the normal cone mapping of 
a closed convex set. In the first case, he described the proximal-point 
algorithm as it would apply to minimizing a convex function, and in the 
second as it would apply to solving variational inequalities. Rockafellar [16] 
brought the algorithm into the broad framework of maximal monotone 
multifunctions, proved useful convergence properties, and named it the 
proximal-point algorithm. 
The algorithm presented in this paper for solving (0.1) is actually equiv- 
alent to the proximal-point algorithm, applied to a certain maximal monotone 
multifunction, a “partial inverse” [18] multifunction, on the space Rnd. [See 
comment (7) on p. 17.1 
I. THE ALGORITHM 
Our projection algorithm is actually a specialization of a more general 
algorithm, “the method of partial inverses,” which we introduced in [II)] and 
which is in turn derived from the proximal-point algorithm. Before returning 
to the problem of solving systems of linear inequalities, we will review briefly 
the requisite concepts from [18]. The reader is referred to [18] for proofs of 
unsubstantiated statements. 
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Let T be a maximal monotone multifunction on the Hilbert space H, and 
A and B be subspaces of H with A = B I and B = A’. For z E H, let zA 
and zs denote the orthogonal projections of z onto A and B, respectively. 
The set 
is the graph of a monotone multifunction, which we call TA, the partial 
inverse of T with respect to A. TA is maximal if, and only if, T is maximal. 
The zeroes of TA are of special interest because 
foranyxEAandyEB,OET,(x+y) if,andonlyif, YET(~). 
Thus 0 E T,(n) implies that x = .zA and y = xs provide a solution to the 
problem 
tofind XEA and y~J3 with YET(X). (1.2) 
Any algorithm for finding a zero of TA can hence be used to solve (1.2). 
In [18], we followed this strategy to obtain the method of partial inverses 
for the solution of (1.2). It results from applying the proximal-point algorithm 
to TA. The method of partial inverses proceeds as follows: 
ALGORITHM 1. 
Start: Choose arbitrary f, E A and $,, E B. 
Step k (k = 0, 1, . . . ): Compute the unique vectors 2; E H and fii E H 
such that 
and update 
2 k+l= @;)A and f?k+l= b&Ll* 
The algorithm works because 
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and (I + TA)-’ is the proximal mapping for TA. Algorithm 1 is thus equiva- 
lent to the proximal point algorithm applied to TA : H 3 H and initiated at 
the point 3i.a + ye E H. We may summarize its most important property in the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. It will always happen either that 
(i) f, + ? E A and & + ij E B (weakly) for some solution (i, 0) to (1.2), 
or that 
(ii) If, + ijkl + co and (1.2) has no solutions. 
Zf a solution exists, the convergence is “Fe@ monotone” in the sense that if 
(n, ij) is any solution to (1.2), then I(%, + jjk) - (% + ij)I is a nonincreasing 
sequence of real numbers. 
Next, we return to the problem (0.1) of solving a system of linear 
inequalities and show how it fits the above framework. Let C = C, ~7 . . . n C,. 
The problem (0.1) is to find x E C. For i = 1,. . . , n, define the multifunction 
@I if x E int Ci 
{tui:t>O} if xEbdC, 
0 if r $Z C,. 
q is just the normul cone mapping [ 14, $21 for the closed convex set C,. The 
solutions of (0.1) are those x such that 0 E T,(x)+ . . . + T,(x). Equivalently, 
x solves (0.1) if, and only if, there exist yr E TI(x), . . . , y,, E T,(x) such that 
Yi+ . . . + yn = 0. It is the introduction of these “dual” variables yi that 
enables us to put the problem into the above framework (1.2). 
LEMMA 1. x solves (0.1) iff there elcist yi E Ti(x), i = 1,. . . , n, with 
Yi+ . . . + y, = 0. Zf x solves (O.l), one possible choice for such yi is 
Yl= . . . = y, = 0; furthermore, if int(C) # 0 this is the only possible choice 
for the yi. 
Proof. If x solves (O.l), then we can clearly take y1 = . . . = Y,, = 0. 
Conversely, if there exist yi E q(x) with y, + . . . + y, = 0, then in particu- 
lar, q(x)#0, so x E Ci, i = l,... , n. This proves the first statement. Suppose 
nextthatintCZ0, XEC, ~~~T,(x)(i=l,...,n),and yr+ ... +y,=O.If 
some yi#O, then xEbdCi, so xEbdC. Pick x’EintC. SinceCy,=O, we 
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o=(~yi,x-x’ )=C(yiyX-X’). 
From the definition of q, it can be seen that every term in this last sum is 
nonnegative because yi E T,(x). Thus, (y,, x - x’) = 0 for all i, which is only 
possible if yi = 0 for all i. 
Lemma 1 allows us to reduce the inequality problem 
problem (1.2). To see this, we define 
H=R”X . . . j(R” (n times), 
T=T,x ... XT,, 
A= {(x1,..., x.)=H:q= *.- =x,}, 
(0.1) to the basic 
B= {(yp..., y,)EH:y,+ ... +y,=o). 
The second definition means that (yl,...,yn)~T(xl,...,x,) iff yiEq(Xi), 
i=l , . . . , n. T: H 2 H is maximal monotone, and A and B are complemen- 
tary subspaces of H (A = B L and B = Al ). If a solution to (1.2) is at hand, 
say 
(x l,“‘., x,) E A, 
(Y 1,...,YJE& 
(Y l,...,yn)~T(xl,...,x.), 
then x1 = . . . = x, by definition of A, so we may call the common value x. 
Also, y, E q(x) and Cy, = 0. By Lemma 1, x solves (0.1). Conversely, any 
solution x to (0.1) gives us immediately a solution to (1.2), namely (x, . . . , x) 
E A and (0,. . . , 0) E B (which is unique if int C f 0). The problems (0.1) and 
(1.2) are thus equivalent in the sense that one has a solution if, and only if, the 
other does, and the solutions to (0.1) are the same as the x-solutions to (1.2). 
We may now exploit the method of partial inverses in Algorithm 1 to solve 
(0.1). rUgorithm 1 starts with arbitrary points 3i.e b (x,, . . . , x0) E A and 
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$0 p (Yap. * * , ye,) E B. In step k we have f, b (x,, . . ., xk) E A and yk A 
(Yki,***,Ykn) E B at hand, and it is required to find 2; A (xi,, . . . , xi,) and 
8; ‘(Y;i,..., y;,) in H such that 
2, + yk = 2; + 8; and ij; E T(i;) (1.3) 
or, equivalently, 
Examining the definition of q, we see that this determines xii and yLi 
uniquely as 
x;i = prok,(xk +Yki) 
i 
xk + Yki + 
bi - (Xk+ Yki, Ui> 
ui if (Xk+yki,Ui)>bi, 
= I”i12 
xk + Yki if (Xk+Yki,Ui)Gbi, 
and yii = xk + yki - &. 
Algorithm 1 then demands that we compute the projections of a; and 8; 
onto the subspaces A and B. Since we are using the standard inner product 
on H, projection of an n-tuple onto A amounts to computing the average of 
the n entries, and projection onto B amounts to subtracting the average from 
each entry. 
To summarize, the method of partial inverses in Algorithm 1 translates 
into the following algorithm for solving (0.1): 
ALGORITHM 2. 
Start: Choose arbitrary x0, yol,. . . , yen E Rd with YOI f . . * f Yen =O- 
Step k (k = 0, 1, . . . ): Compute 
x;i = Projcitxk + Yki), i=l ,...,n, 
y;i=xk+yki-X;i, i=l,...,n, 
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x k+l= i iglxL, 
Yk+l,i =Yii - i ,i: Y/tj> i=l ,***, n. 
I=1 
Applying Theorem 1 in this new context, we can draw the following 
conclusion regarding the convergence of Algorithm 2: 
COROLLARY 1. For the sequences produced by Algorithm 2, it will 
always happen either that 
(i) xk + x E C and yki -+ yi E T,(X) with Cy, = 0, or that 
6) I(% + Ykl, * * - 3 x/c + YkJl + 00 and (0.1) i.s inconsistent. 
(Note: it is not required that int C Z 0 .) 
II. FINITE TERMINATION 
Henceforth, we make the assumption that int C # 0. Our main goal is to 
demonstrate under this assumption that Algorithm 2 finds a solution in a 
finite number of steps. “Solution” has two possible interpretations here. As a 
practical matter, one should halt execution of the algorithm once one has 
found xk E C, and xk should be considered a “solution.” However, for the 
purposes of this demonstration, we will only agree to say we have a “solution” 
when we have solved the equivalent problem (1.2). Thus, we not only 
demand that xk E C, but also that ykl = . . . = y,, = 0 (by Lemma 1, int C Z 
0 implies the yki must all be zero). Once this occurs, repeated iterations of 
the algorithm will produce the same values over and over: xk = xkfl = . . * , 
and O=~~~=y~+i,~= ... . Of course, it goes without saving that termina- 
tion in the latter sense implies termination in the former sense. 
A convex set K c Rd is called a cone if tK c K for all t >, 0. The dual of 
KistheconeK+={y:(x,y)~OforallrEK}.Thelinearpart,linK,ofK 
is the largest subspace of Rd which is contained in K. Equivalently, lin K = K 
n( - K). Several lemmas will be needed for the proof of finite termination. 
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Versions of the following lemma can be found in other sources; the proof is 
included here only for completeness. 
LEMMA 2. Let K c R" be a convex cone. There exists v E (relint K)n 
(relint K + ). Zf K is not a subspace, then v # 0. 
Proof. Suppose (relint K)n(relint K + ) = 0. By [14, Theorem 11.31, there 
exists l# 0 such that 
(i) (5, r) 2 0 for all x in K, 
(ii) ({,x)<O for all x in K+. 
(i) says 5 E K+, so (ii) implies 151’ < 0, whence 2 = 0. This contradiction 
shows that (relint K)n(relint K+ ) # 0. If K is not a subspace, then 0 4 
relint K. n 
See [4], [6] for other versions of the following; we include the proof for 
completeness. 
LEMMA 3. Let K c R" be a closed convex cone. Zf x E relint K + and 
y E K \lin(K), then (x, y) > 0. 
Proof. Let L=linK and let M=Ll. Now, Kf= 
((KnM)+L)+=(KnM)+nM=the dualconeof KnM relativeto M. 
Since K n M is a closed pointed cone, the dual cone of K n M relative M has 
interior relative to M. Thus M is the linear subspace spanned by K+, and 
relint K + is by definition the interior of K + relative to M. 
Let x and y be as in the statement of the lemma. y @ L implies 
(e,y)<O for some eEM. Since rErelintK+ and eEM, there is t>O 
small enough so x + te E K+. Then 
od(x+te,y) (since x+teEK+, YEK) 
= (x, y) + t(e, Y) < (x5 Y>, 
as desired. B 
In the following lemma, we provide a characterization of monotonicity 
which is especiahy interesting because of its resemblance to convexity. It will 
play a crucial role in the proof of finite termination. 
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LEMMA 4. Let M: H 3 H. Then M is monotone if the following prop- 
erty holds: 
f: Ai(xi> Yi) > ( 2 xixiY i hiYi i=l i=l i=l ) 
whenever IJi E M(x~), Chi = 1, ad hi a 0. 
Proof. 
06 5 k Aihj(Xi-Xj%Yi-Yj) 
i=l j=l 
=2 2 Xi(Xi,yi)-2 f Aixi, i AjYj * 
i=l 
( 
i=l j=l 
1 
The converse is proved by taking n = 2 and h 1 = A, = g. n 
By Corollary 1 and Lemma 1, we know xk converges to some 3 E C and 
yki+O, i=l,..., n. We might as well simplify matters by taking x = 0; there 
is no harm in doing this, since Algorithm 2 is invariant under translation. 
LEMMA 5. Zfx=OEintC,AZ gorithm 2 terminates in a finite number of 
steps. 
Proof. Since xk + 3 = 0 and Yki + 0, we must have 
Xk + y& E c c ci, i=l ,...,n, 
for some k sufficiently large. But then 
x;i = xk + Yki 3 i=l ,...,n, 
Y;i = O, i=l n, ,***, 
so 
x k+l=~~x;i=x~EC, 
1 
yk+l,i=y;,-J-~y;l=O, .,...,n, i=l 
I 
and the algorithm terminates at iteration k + 1. 
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Hence there is nothing to prove if 0 E int C, so we assume henceforth that 
0 E bd C. The following lemma will be our main tool in proving finite 
termination of the algorithm: 
LEMMA 6. Let M: R” 3 R” be maximal monotone. There does not exist 
anysequence {ik:k=0,1,2,...} in R” with the following properties: 
(i) The sequence (ik) i.s generated by the proximal-point algorithm, that 
is, 
A Q+~=(Z+M)-‘(&), k=0,1,2 ,.... (24 
(ii) lim ,+ooEk=O. 
(iii) (Zk+r, L, - Zk+l) = 0, k = 0,1,2 ,... . 
(iv) There is a linear fin&ion& 1: R” -+ R such that 
Z(L,)<l(f,)<l(i,)< ... CO. 
Proof. Let Qk = Lk_ 1 - i,, k = 1,2,. . . . By (i), we have 
B/c E M(h), k=1,2,... . cw 
Also, by (iii), 
(&,i-h)=O, k=1,2,.... (2.3) 
and (iv) implies Qk # 0 for all k. 
Let K be the convex cone generated by the vectors i&. Thus K consists of 
all finite nonnegative linear combinations of the &. By (iv), 
0) < 0 forall OZijEK, 
so K is not a subspace and 
lin(cl( K)) c ker(l), 
where ker 1 denotes the kernel (or nullspace) of 1. By Lemma 2, there exists 
u~relintKf7relintK+, v zo. 
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Since 0 E K, we may write 
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z)= i A& (2.4) 
i=l 
for some s and hi > 0 (not all hi = 0). Resealing o, we can also assume 
CySrhi = 1. For each k, (ii) implies 
+=;+r&tcl(K), k=0,1,2 ,.... 
By (iv), 2, P ker(Z), so f, E cl(K)/ker(Z) c cl(K)/lin(cl(K)). But 2, E 
relint K+ = relint (cl K)+, so Lemma 3 implies (u,.Zk)>O, k=0,1,2 ,..., 
and in particular, 
(2.5) 
Using (2.4) and (2.5), then (2.2) and Lemma 4, and finally (2.3), we obtain 
o< ( i Ai&, i Xi& i < f: hi(&,fi)=O. i=l i=l i=l 
This contradiction completes the proof of the lemma. n 
Let J denote the set of indices of those constraints that are active at X = 0, 
i.e., J= {j:(uj,%)=bj}= {j:bj=O}. F or i4J, we have OEintCi. But 
xk + 0 and yki + 0, so it follows that for all k sufficiently large 
xii = ok + ykj and y;i = 0 for all iE I. (2.6) 
With no loss of generality, we assume (2.6) holds for all k. 
Let N denote the normal cone to C at n: = 0, i.e., 
N= {{ER”:(~,x)<O forall xEC} 
= i+:ci20, i c,=o if iw). (2.7) 
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By Lemma 2, there exists 1 E (relint N)n(relint N+ ). Since int C # 0, lin (N ) 
= {0}, so Lemma 3 implies 
(179 x) ’ 0 for all 0 # x E N. (2.8) 
By (2.7), we may express TJ as 
q= 5 aiui, with a,>O, a, = 0 for i 4 J, and not all Ui = 0. 
i=l 
Next, observe that 
1 ~,+1+6k+l=(~;)*+(~;)B 
= 2; + 0; - (a;), - (&), 
= f, + ilk - &>B - G&3* by O-3)1. (2.9) 
Equating the A- and B-components on both sides of the equality, we get 
L 1 
xk-xkil = (B;)*, 
6k - @k+l= (t&3 
(2.1Oi) 
(2.1Oii) 
For i p J, yii = 0 EN by (2.6). If i E I, then from y;i E ‘i(x;i) and the 
definition of q, it follows that yii is a nonnegative multiple of ui. In 
particular, & E N always. Thus, 8; E N X . * . X N. Each entry of the 
n-tuple (g;), is equal to the average (l/n)Cy= iyii, which thus also lies in N 
by convexity. Thus (2.1Oi) gives 
(2.11) 
Since xk -+ 0, this shows in particular that 
xk = c (xi - x~+~) E N for all k. 
i=k 
We claim furthermore that if the termination is not finite, then 
(2.12) 
xk f 0 for all k. (2.13) 
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For if we had xk = 0, then (2.11) and lin( N) = (0) would imply 0 = rk = 
xk+r=xk+s= ... . (2.1Oi) would then give US 8; E B, or equivalently Ciy;i 
=O. But each &EN, SO this gives &=O (i=l,...,n). ‘&IS yk+l,i=O 
(i = l,..., n), and we would have a solution at step k + 1. We may thus 
assume that (2.13) holds. 
Foreach Z=(~r,...,z~)~H,define 
Then 1: H + R is a linear functional, and if we define Zk = 3ik + ok, we have 
Z(1 k+l) -@k) = z(2k+l- 2k) 
= z(ih+l - Sk) [since ci = ( Li)s] 
= - %Al) [by (Z.lOii)] 
) 
But (ui, xii) Q 0, since xii E Ci, and (77, xk+r) > 0 by (2.12), (2.13), and 
(2.8). Thus we actually have 
Z(L k+l)-z(ikb-o, k=0,1,2 ,...a (2.14) 
For each k, we have 0; E T(i;), and hence by (2.9) and then by the 
definition of TA, 
(2.15) 
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Since f, -+ 0 and ijk + 0, it is clear that 
lim d, = 0. 
k-xr 
(2.16) 
The continuity of 2, (2.14), and (2.16) imply 
Z(i,)<Z(i,)<Z(f,)< ... co. (2.17) 
We claim next that 
(x;i 9 Y;i) = O forallkand i. (2.18) 
If i e J then (2.18) holds, because y& = 0 by (2.6). If i E J and (xii, uj) < 0, 
then again y& = 0 because xii E int Ci and & ET,(&). If i E J and 
(xii, ui) = 0 then yii = tu, for some t >, 0 because xii E bdCi, so (xii, y;,) 
= 0 follows from (xii, ui) = 0. Thus (2.18) always holds. Summing over i, we 
obtain 
(a;, 8;) = t (Xii, y;,> = 0. (2.19) 
i=l 
Observe next that 
(q3i-Q = ((~;)Ar(~;)A)+((~;)B,(B;)B) 
=((6;)*+(~;)a,(~;)*+(6;)a) 
= (4 - %+1, &+1) bY (WI. (2.20) 
Combining (2.19) and (2.20), we see that 
(ik-2k+l,ik+l)=0 forall k. (2.21) 
Finally, combining (2.15), (2.16), (2.17), and (2.21), we obtain the desired 
contradiction by Lemma 6. a 
To summarize, we have proved 
THEOREM 2. Algorithm 2 terminates with a solution in a finite number 
of iterations, provided int C z 0. 
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III. COMMENTS 
(1) The averages computed in Algorithm 2 need not use equal weights. If 
vi,. . . , nlln are positive numbers with ni + * . * + qn = 1, identical results can 
be obtained r‘or the following algorithm: 
ALGORITHM 2’. 
Start: Choose arbitrary x0, yol,. . . , yOn E Rd with 91~001 f . . . + %,Yoon = 0. 
Step k (k = 0, 1, . . . ): Compute 
x;i = wjc,(xk + Yki )Y i=l,...,n, 
y;i = xk + Yki - xii 9 i=l,...,n, 
and update 
n 
x k+l= c vi';i, 
i=l 
n 
!/k+l,i = !f;i- c qj!f;jp i=l ,...,n. 
j=l 
(2) Algorithm 2 can be used without change to find a point in the 
intersection C, fl . . . IT C, of n arbitrary closed convex sets. Thus, for 
instance, systems of linear equations can be easily solved. The fact that 
convergence occurs was observed in [18]. It is natural to conjecture that the 
method terminates in a finite number of steps if the interior of the feasible set 
is nonempty. 
(3) It may be possible to accelerate the algorithm, as has been done with 
other relaxation methods [9], by some sort of extrapolation. As we observed 
earlier, the algorithm does accelerate when caught in small solid angles. This 
is a natural feature, and not due to any sort of extrapolation trick. The reader 
is encouraged to try the algorithm on the example (0.2) to see how accelera- 
tion occurs as a solution is approached. 
(4) There is a close connection between the algorithm described in this 
paper and the multiplier methods [15,17] for convex programming. Both use 
dual variables. In convex programming, these can be interpreted as Lagrange 
multipliers. Actually, both methods are equivalent to the proximal-point 
algorithm and are in this sense the same algorithm. 
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(5) If n is not too large, the algorithm can be made more efficient by 
taking advantage of the following observation. It is possible to write & = 
t k+l iui for some tk+l i E R, because the vector yii will always be a multiple 
of the vector ui. Hence, one can operate on the “vector” (tkl,. . . , tkn) E R” of 
multiplies ratler than on the “matrix” (y;i,. . . , y;,) E Rnd. It is also not 
really necessary to compute y,, i, i = yii - (l/n)C;=,~;~, since the vector of 
multiples contains this information. Following this strategy, Algorithm 2 takes 
the following simplified form (we assume the ui have been normalized so that 
]Ui] = 1): 
Start: Choose arbitrary x,, E Rd, toI , . . . , to, E R, and compute ai j = 
(ui, uj) for i, j = 1,. . . , n. 
Step k (k = 0, 1,. . .): For i = 1,. . . , n, compute 
tk+l,i 0, (x~Y pi) - bi + t,i - i ,i t,jsij > 
]=I I 
xk+l=xk-~ ,$ tk+l j”j’ 
]=I ’ 
For large n, storing the matrix ( ai j) could be a problem, forcing the ai j to be 
recomputed. We thank a referee for this helpful observation. 
(6) Our limited computational experience tends to show that Algorithm 2 
is outperformed by cyclic projection with overrelaxation, at least on well- 
conditioned problems. On certain classes of poorly conditioned problems, 
Algorithm 2 does better. 
(7) In a forthcoming paper [21], it will be shown that rk converges to the 
solution set at a linear rate if the feasible set is nonempty but has empty 
interior. Furthermore, xk converges to a least-square solution if the system is 
nonconsistent, approaching the set of least-square solutions at a linear rate. 
Similar ideas to those in this paper are used in [22] to develop a 
decomposition algorithm for the solution of separable convex programming 
problems. 
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